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Placebos as a Source of Agency: 
Evidence and Implications
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Bioethical discussions surrounding the use of placebos in clinical practice have long 
revolved around the moral permissibility of deceiving a patient if it is likely to benefit them. 
While these discussions have been insightful and productive, they reinforce the notion 
that placebo effects can only be induced through deception. This paper challenges this 
notion, looking beyond the paradigmatic clinical encounter involving deceptive placebos 
and towards many other routes that bring about placebo effects. After briefly describing the 
bioethical terrain surrounding the deceptive use of placebos in clinical practice, section 1 
offers an examination of the various mechanisms known to contribute to placebo effects: 
classical conditioning, expectations, affective pathways, open-label placebo treatments, 
and additional factors that do not fall easily into a single category. The following section 
explores how each of these routes can be harnessed to bring about clinical benefits 
without the use of deception. This provides grounding for reconceiving of the placebo 
effect as a clinical tool that is not always in conflict with patient autonomy and can even 
be seen as a source of agency. In the final section, implications of the shift away from 
seeing placebos as necessarily deceptive are discussed. These include the necessity 
of looking beyond the clinical encounter and mainstream medicine as the primary sites 
of placebo responses, how important acknowledging the limits of placebo effects will 
be when we do so, as well as the difficulties of disentangling agency, responsibility, and 
blame within medicine.

Keywords: placebo effect, deception, agency, expectancy, conditioning, open-label treatments, psychosomatic 
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“The placebo, as traditionally used, could be called the lie that heals. But a satisfactory 
understanding of the nature of the placebo effect shows that the healing comes not from 
the lie itself, but rather from the relationship between healer and patient, and the latter’s 
own capacity for self-healing via symbolic and psychological approaches as well as via 
biological intervention” (1)

INTRODUCTION: “THE LIE THAT HEALS”

Discussions of the placebo effect in clinical practice have long contended with themes of deception, 
paternalism, and violations of autonomy. In 1907, Richard Cabot (2) argued that “every placebo is a 
lie, and in the long run the lie is found out”. Arnold et al. (3) described the state of play more recently: 
“Conscious, deliberate, or incidental/unwitting utilization of the placebo effect is characterized as 
deceptive, unethical, unscientific, and unprofessional.” Similarly, Kolber (4) reports on how placebo 
treatments are referred to by some as medicine’s “dirty little secrets.” In line with these associations, 
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most bioethical discussions of the placebo effect revolve around 
the moral permissibility of using deception within the clinical 
encounter if it is likely to benefit the patient.1 A great deal has 
been written on this topic, examining the conflict that arises 
between two central values within medicine, autonomy and 
beneficence, and weighing the harms and benefits that fall out of 
prioritizing one over the other (5–9).

Many have defended deception within the clinical encounter. 
Kihlbom (10) and Shaw (11) have argued that a limited version of 
consent, which can maximize the benefits of placebos, is sufficient 
while Barnhill (12) has defended a view in which informed consent 
and deceptive placebo use need not be seen as incompatible [drawing 
on (13)]. Miller and colleagues, and later, Alfano (14), have argued 
that deception is permissible as long as patients consent to it first 
(sometimes called “authorized deception”) (15, 16), while Kolber 
(4) has defended deception on the basis of evidence that patients 
would prefer to benefit than to be told the truth. On the other side 
of the debate, many have focused on the harms that might result 
from the deceptive use of placebos within clinical practice. Blease 
(17) has suggested that asking patients to authorize deceptive 
placebo treatments might, paradoxically, lead to worse outcomes 
by way of nocebo effects2, while Asai and Kadooka (18) argue that 
“the clinical use of placebo and its acceptance would encourage 
undesirable labeling and contempt for the patient.” Others point 
out that deceptive placebo use threatens trust and therefore care 
(19, 20). As Golomb (21) has noted, “The willful breach of trust 
by doctors to patients on a policy basis may corrode not just that 
physician’s relationship with that patient, but may tarnish the 
reputation of all physicians as trustworthy purveyors of medical 
advice—abrogating all physicians’ effectiveness, always.”

More recently, bioethical discussions of placebos and 
deception have also focused on the nocebo effect, asking 
whether information regarding potential negative side effects of 
a treatment should be withheld from a patient during informed 
consent if providing that information makes it more likely that 
the patient will experience negative side effects3 (24–27). While 
closely related to the conflict that arises between beneficence 
and autonomy when deceptive placebos are prescribed, this 
discussion changes tack ever so slightly, examining the tension 
between nonmaleficence (the avoidance of harm) and patient 
autonomy.4 Proposed solutions include authorized concealment 

1There is also a significant body of bioethical literature concerned with the use of 
placebo controls in research, but this literature revolves around the placebo as a 
control rather than as a phenomenon to be harnessed. 
2Nocebo effects are akin to placebo effects but involve negative clinical outcomes 
rather than positive ones. 
3For example, when men being prescribed finasteride for benign prostatic 
hyperplasia (prostate gland enlargement) were split into two groups, one of which 
was warned of potential sexual side effects and one of which was not, 44% of those 
who were warned reported experiencing sexual dysfunction, compared to only 
15% of those who were not warned (22). Such side effects have also been reported 
as a result of finasteride outside of the research setting, but it is unclear whether 
they were induced through nocebo mechanisms or not (23).
4 The relationship between beneficence and nonmaleficence is often an 
ambiguous one. As Veatch has pointed out in relation to the Belmont Report, 
it is unclear whether “beneficence” is meant to capture both beneficence and 
nonmaleficence as two sides of the same coin, or whether they should be seen 
as distinct values (28).

(8, 15), tailoring the informed consent process to the individual 
(26), and taking into account the specificity and likelihood of each 
patient’s potential nocebogenic symptoms (25, 27).

Bennet Foddy offers a defense of deceptive placebo use which 
relies on the description of several cases in which deceptive placebo 
use is portrayed as the least bad option. These cases include 
an individual who experiences an improvement in depressive 
symptoms even though they have been prescribed an ineffective 
dose of an antidepressant, a patient who has irritable bowel 
syndrome (IBS) which lacks effective treatments and is responsive 
to placebo treatments, and a clinician working in a warzone 
where there are no available treatments. In these cases, Foddy 
argues, deceptive placebo use is recommended. Since it is the best 
treatment available, he suggests, it involves “a type of deception 
that patients ought to be thankful for, just as we are thankful when 
we receive a mendacious compliment from a friend” (6).

While Foddy may be right that the least bad option is often the 
best one, it is not clear that any of the cases he presents require 
deception in order to produce placebo responses. As a result, the 
least bad option might not be deceptive placebo use, but honest 
and open placebo use. As I hope to demonstrate below, Foddy 
and many others who have engaged in bioethical discussions 
surrounding the deceptive use of placebos have limited 
themselves to a narrow subset of cases involving the placebo 
effect. These cases all take place within the clinical encounter 
and involve a doctor lying to her patient in order to bring about 
positive expectations surrounding treatment outcomes. If we 
follow the evidence, however, and examine the myriad ways in 
which placebo responses are produced, it is no longer obvious 
that deceptive placebo use ought to take center stage. Rather, 
placebos emerge as a promising tool for promoting patient 
autonomy, not merely violating it. In line with this, I make the 
case below that we should reconsider the age-old association 
between placebos and deception and examine instead the many 
ways in which placebos can enhance agency. Agency, in this 
case, can be thought of as the capacity to act which, in cases of 
non-deceptive placebo use, results from an increase in available 
routes by which suffering can be relieved. This capacity can be 
contrasted with the loss of agency that accompanies dishonest 
placebo prescriptions, in which patients are unaware of their 
choices regarding their medical care.

In the next section, I will briefly describe what we know about 
the mechanisms underlying placebo responses. Building on this 
evidence base, in the following section, I will argue that there are 
many ways in which placebo responses can be produced without 
the use of deception and that non-deceptive routes of placebo 
intervention ought to be seen as tools that can support the agency 
of patients. Finally, I will discuss several implications, and the 
ethical questions surrounding them, that fall out of conceiving of 
placebo effects as a source of agency.

WHAT WE KNOW: THE PRODUCTION OF  
PLACEBO RESPONSES

While defining the placebo effect is inevitably a contentious task, 
there is some agreement within the field of placebo studies about 
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how placebo responses are produced.5 Different theorists tend 
to place different boundaries around what counts as a placebo 
effect and divide what falls within those boundaries into different 
categories. These boundaries and categories are shaped both 
by empirical evidence and decisions made by theorists. These 
decisions, in different cases, are informed by ordinary language 
use, pragmatic arguments, aesthetic appeal, or desires to 
conserve or break with the past. Here, resting on both empirical 
evidence and pragmatism, I have divided up the evidence related 
to placebo effects in a way that will help demonstrate the role 
they might play in enhancing agency. Below, I briefly discuss 
what we know of placebo responses brought about by 1) classical 
conditioning, 2) expectations, 3) affective pathways, 4) open-
label placebo treatments, and 5) additional factors, before going 
on to link these categories to agency in the following section.

While this may become clear in the discussion of evidence 
that follows, it is worth noting at the outset that some 
symptoms and conditions are much more responsive to placebo 
treatments than others. These include pain, both acute and 
chronic, mood and anxiety disorders, psychogenic movement 
disorders, autoimmune disorders, and functional somatic 
syndromes, many of which also lack effective treatments 
(30–37). Viruses and tumors do not appear to be impacted by 
placebo treatments, although related symptoms such as hot 
flashes, fatigue, and nausea, often are (38, 39).

Classical Conditioning
The role of classical conditioning in bringing about placebo effects 
has long been recognized (40). Classical conditioning involves the 
repeated pairing of two stimuli until the result ordinarily produced 
by one begins to be produced by the other [e.g., Pavlov’s famous 
experiment in which the sound of a bell produces salivation in a 
dog after being paired with food enough times (41)]. Conditioned 
placebo responses have been documented within the endocrine and 
immune systems and do not appear to be impacted by conscious 
beliefs or expectations (42). For example, the repeated pairing of 
cyclophosphamide with anise-flavored syrup led to a reduction of 
white blood cells (the usual result of cyclophosphamide) merely in 
response to anise-flavored syrup (42). Prior experience also appears 
to have a significant impact on analgesic (pain reduction) placebo 
responses, which can last several days, although, at least in acute 
cases of pain, these conditioned responses appear to be canceled 
out by negative expectations of an increase in pain (43, 44).

Expectations
Expectations, which can be shaped by verbal manipulations, patient 
beliefs, or contextual factors, appear to impact placebo responses 
across a variety of symptoms and experiences, including, but not 
limited to, acute and chronic pain, nausea, inflammation, asthmatic 
reactions, and motor control (43, 45–47). The role of expectations is 
evidenced by research that demonstrates that analgesic treatments 
are significantly more effective when patients are told they are 
receiving them (as opposed to being administered intravenously 
and activated from another room) (43, 48). Relatedly, in clinical 

5 Although for an interesting argument that there is more consensus within the 
field than is often acknowledged, see (29).

trials involving treatments for major depressive disorder, the 
higher the chances of participants receiving the active intervention 
(trials with more active arms), the more placebo responses occur 
(49). Similarly, when patients believe they are likely to benefit from 
a treatment, they are more likely to. In a trial in which participants 
with low back pain received either massage or acupuncture, their 
expectations related to treatment had more predictive value related 
to their outcomes than the treatment they received; those with 
high expectations benefitted much more (50).

Relational Components
A significant body of research has also documented the 
importance of the therapeutic alliance in bringing about placebo 
responses. In one experiment, patients with a common cold who 
rated their practitioner as high in empathy were found to have 
colds that were shorter in duration and less severe than those who 
perceived less empathy; these patients were also found to have 
increased immune responses (51). Perceptions of warmth and 
competence in a practitioner have also been found to progress 
healing, as evidenced by reduced allergic responses in patients 
who rated their practitioners as having these qualities (52). 
Two experiments, one involving patients with IBS and another 
involving patients with chronic low back pain, both found that 
additional time and support within the clinical encounter led to 
significant positive changes in patient outcomes (53, 54). There 
is also evidence for a correlation between high patient ratings of 
trust in their practitioner and improved clinical outcomes (55). 
A growing body of evidence is beginning to unpack why and how 
we have evolved to be so responsive to empathy, compassion, and 
those designated healers in our communities, as well as the neural 
and physiological mechanisms underlying these responses (56).

Open-Label Placebo Treatments
Growing research on open-label placebo treatments suggests 
that even when patients are told that they are taking placebo pills 
which contain no active ingredients, such treatment can lead to 
significant improvements. This has been demonstrated in patients 
with IBS, migraines, allergic rhinitis, chronic low back pain, and 
children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder6 (57–61). In 
one of these trials run by Kaptchuk et al., participants with IBS 
were recruited and randomized to receive either no treatment or 
an open-label placebo. Those in the open-label condition took 
two placebo pills each day and were instructed to think about the 
potential power of placebo effects. At the end of 3 weeks, these 
patients scored significantly higher than the no treatment control 
group on measures of both quality of life and symptom reduction 
(58). It is not clear what the mechanisms behind open-label 
placebo responses are. While recent reviews of the phenomenon 
have suggested that classical conditioning, expectations, and 
social support may all contribute (62, 63), others have suggested 
that these explanations are insufficient and that theories of 

6 Note that conclusions drawn from the trial by Sandler and Bodfish with children 
with a diagnosis of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder should be limited. 
Teachers, who were blinded, did not find that open label placebo plus a 50% dose 
of medication was as effective as a 100% dose, while parents and clinicians, who 
were not blinded, did. 
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embodied cognition and Bayesian predictive processing might 
better account for the success of open-label treatments (64).

Additional Factors
There are also several sources of placebo responses where 
the mechanisms at work are still unclear. Possibly linked to 
expectation-based placebo responses is evidence that suggests 
that placebo effects increase when one is given a choice of what 
analgesic to take (65), when a treatment is thought to be expensive 
(66), and when a treatment is invasive (67–69). Conditioning 
might explain greater placebo responses being derived from 
more frequent interventions (70, 71) or greater adherence to 
a treatment (72), while relational components may contribute 
to better outcomes in patients with nonspecific chest pain who 
received more diagnostic tests, despite these tests having no 
impact on treatment (73). Social learning (e.g., watching another 
person experience pain relief from a particular treatment) also 
contributes to analgesic placebo responses, which could be a 
result of either expectations or conditioning (74).

AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW: PLACEBOS AS A 
SOURCE OF AGENCY

In a discussion of the role of the placebo effect in clinical practice, 
Alfano (14) acknowledges that “deception is not required to 
alter a patient’s expectations, to classically condition them, or to 
modulate their somatic attention,” and yet, he recommends the 
use of authorized deception and concealment within the clinical 
encounter. He argues that obtaining consent to deceive patients will 
contribute to increases in placebo responses through expectations 
and encourage greater adherence, promoting conditioned placebo 
responses. Such recommendations emphasize the importance of 
deception in bringing about placebo effects, promoting a picture 
that fails to recognize how placebo effects can be brought about 
without dishonesty. What if, rather than focusing on how deception 
can bring about placebo responses, we looked to the ways in which 
placebo effects can be used in conjunction with patient autonomy? 
In this section, following from the placebo pathways presented in 
the previous section, I will demonstrate how each of these can be 
manipulated in order to enhance agency rather than deny it.

Classical Conditioning
Placebo responses brought about by way of classical conditioning 
have little need for deception, as a result of their tendency to 
remain disconnected from cognitive processes. In particular, 
conditioning can be used to enhance an existing therapeutic 
response and, in some cases, to reduce one’s medication dosage 
in order to avoid side effects while maintaining the same level 
of efficacy (34, 39, 75). Dose reduction via placebo conditioning 
has been demonstrated to be effective with antihistamines for 
allergic reactions, methadone for those with opioid use disorder, 
melatonin for children with difficulties sleeping, antipsychotics 
for individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia, and corticosteroids 
for the treatment of psoriasis (76–80, 81).7 This suggests that 

7 There is even evidence in rats that placebo conditioning of heart allografts can 
prolong transplant survival (82).

classically conditioned placebo responses can be used to support 
tapering or weaning off a medication entirely, opening up new 
avenues for patients for which treatments are effective but 
cannot be sustained. Some groups that might benefit from such 
conditioned placebo responses include those who are unable 
to afford a medication, those who wish to taper their dose of a 
treatment because of negative side effects, or individuals with 
complex pharmaceutical regimens who hope to avoid adverse 
interactions between drugs (83). As mentioned above, awareness 
of the conditioning process does not appear to impact conditioned 
immune and endocrine responses, so there is no need for 
deception. This is slightly more complicated in the case of pain, 
where negative expectations appear to overrule positive classical 
conditioning that has come before. This suggests that, at least with 
regards to acute pain, conditioned placebo responses may need 
to be generated along with expectation-based placebo responses.

Expectations
Expectation-based placebo responses are a more complicated 
case, in that deceptive placebo use is primarily based on intentions 
to manipulate patient expectations. However, such an approach 
to placebo use assumes that one’s expectations related to one’s 
clinical outcomes are entirely created within the clinical context. 
While the doctor’s words may have a significant impact on what 
one anticipates, many other sources outside of the doctor’s office 
contribute to shaping patient expectations as well. These sources 
include, but are not limited to, past experiences, information 
that one has read online, stories one has been exposed to about 
similar cases, related narratives in the media and popular culture, 
and what friends and family members have led one to expect. 
For example, joining a support group of individuals who have 
learned to live well despite the presence of chronic pain may 
alter one’s expectations of one's own pain, leading to a reduction 
in suffering. As a result, individuals who are struggling with 
the kinds of symptoms and conditions that tend to be placebo 
responsive can actively shift their own expectations through 
exposing themselves to particular information and narratives, 
which are more likely to produce placebo, rather than nocebo, 
responses in themselves. Similarly, they can choose treatments 
that they believe are likely to work and that align with their 
values, thereby increasing the chances that they will (84).

Relational Components
Deception and violations of autonomy are certainly not required 
to produce placebo responses in patients by way of relational 
components like warmth, empathy, and trust. These fall naturally 
out of positive clinical encounters. Efforts can be made to spend 
more time with patients and listen to them more carefully, as 
these are likely to increase placebo responses, particularly in those 
conditions that tend towards robust placebo effects. Furthermore, 
while there is a great deal of placebo literature focusing on the 
impact of aspects of the clinical encounter, it may be that these 
benefits can be gained through other social encounters as well. 
There is ample evidence that social support makes a difference to 
many clinical outcomes, particularly those related to mental and 
cardiovascular health (85–87). It is unclear whether warmth, trust, 
and empathy, in the clinical encounter, lead to improvements 
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in wellbeing through the same mechanisms that warmth, trust, 
and empathy, outside of the clinical encounter do, but it is worth 
cashing in on both avenues. If research suggests that both a 
positive clinical encounter and a few hugs a day (see 88) are likely 
to be protective against illness, this suggests that there are multiple 
routes by which individuals can seek to boost their own placebo 
responses through supportive relationships.

Open-Label Placebo Treatments
Open-label placebo treatments are probably the most obvious 
way in which placebo responses can be harnessed without the 
use of deception because they involve a complete disclosure that 
the treatment is a placebo. While the evidence base is still quite 
limited, the research that does exist suggests that these treatments 
hold promise. The diversity of conditions that have been found 
to improve through open-label placebo treatments indicates that 
there may be many more worth exploring; as mentioned above, 
these include IBS, migraines, allergic rhinitis, and chronic low 
back pain. As with conditioned placebo responses, those who may 
be most likely to benefit may be individuals who cannot afford 
ordinary treatments, those who require polypharmaceutical 
regimens, or those who experience significant side effects from 
a particular treatment.

Additional Factors
Finally, the grab bag of routes that appear to lead to placebo 
effects, but that we do not currently understand well, is likely 
to offer additional tools by which individuals can benefit from 
placebo responses without the use of deception. If more invasive 
treatments appear to lead to better outcomes than noninvasive 
ones, then perhaps pairing a particularly pungent drink with 
one’s medication or treatment can be of value. If frequency of 
treatment and adherence to a treatment also impact clinical 
outcomes, patients can divide pills into smaller doses to increase 
frequency and use reminders to increase their adherence in order 
to tap into these potential increases in efficacy. Similarly, if social 
learning contributes to placebo responses, exposing oneself to 
success stories of individuals who have recovered from a similar 
experience may be worthwhile.

IMPLICATIONS: ADVANCING BIOETHICAL 
DISCUSSIONS OF PLACEBOS

As evidenced above, the link between deception and placebo 
treatments is not a necessary one. Placebo effects are produced 
through many avenues which can be harnessed through 
nondeceptive means. Acknowledging these routes of placebo 
intervention is likely to advance bioethical discussions of 
placebo effects beyond questions concerning the moral 
appropriateness of dishonesty for the sake of clinical benefit. 
While considering the conflict that arises between beneficence 
and autonomy during deceptive placebo use is an important 
ethical issue, it is not the only issue pertinent to discussions 
of placebo treatments within medical ethics. In this section, 
I discuss four implications that fall out of shifting away from 
focusing on placebo treatments as associated with deception 

and towards seeing placebos as a source of agency. These 
implications raise new ethical questions that appear on the 
placebo landscape once we look beyond deceptive use, some 
of which I flag within the discussion below.

Looking Outside the Clinical Encounter
The first implication is that recognizing the role of agency in 
placebo effects takes us beyond the clinical context and requires 
us to see the potential for promoting placebo effects in several 
other realms. Rather than thinking only of the question of 
whether doctors should lie to patients for their medical benefit, 
examining the mechanisms underlying placebos and how they 
can promote agency reveals the significant role that placebo 
effects play in many domains of our lives. Many have pushed 
towards expanding the boundaries of the sources of placebo 
effects before. Miller and Kaptchuk (89) have suggested that 
“instead of focusing exclusively on the therapeutic power 
of medical technology and thereby ignoring or dismissing 
context, we should see the context of the clinical encounter as 
a potential enhancer, and in some cases the primary vehicle, 
of therapeutic benefit.” Even beyond the context of the clinical 
encounter, however, there are routes by which expectations 
are shaped, associations are created, and relationships 
may contribute to placebo responses. Narrowing in on the 
mechanisms by which placebo responses are created leads one 
to recognize the significant roles that nonmedical contexts (e.g., 
online spaces, workplaces, schools) and nonmedical people 
(e.g., friends, family, characters) are playing in shaping both 
placebo and nocebo effects. For example, if social support and 
empathy bring about placebo responses for many conditions, 
it is crucial that we look to the networks and relationships 
individuals are embedded in as a source of placebo effects, 
as well as what happens in the doctor’s office. Of course, such 
networks and relationships, or a lack thereof, can also be the 
source of nocebo effects.

Shifting our attention outside of the clinical encounter 
and towards other spaces in which placebo responses are 
likely to be generated allows us to see many more settings 
and influences that are relevant to discussions of the placebo 
effect. Rather than merely focusing on the doctor’s office, we 
can begin to examine the role of individual and collective 
rituals and stories, social settings and communities one 
partakes in, and the many relationships one is embedded in, 
in producing placebo responses. Evidence related to “placebo 
by proxy” supports this extension, demonstrating, perhaps 
unsurprisingly, that sometimes placebo effects in children 
may be mediated more by their parents than by their doctor 
(90). Looking beyond the white walls and white coat leads 
to difficult ethical questions related to what falls within the 
bounds of medicine and what the responsibilities of health-
care professionals might be in relation to placebo responses 
that take place outside of their territory. If it is the case 
that many factors that may influence placebo responses are 
outside of the health-care system, is there a responsibility to 
communicate with patients about these influences within the 
process of informed consent? If so, what should they be told? 
Should the sources of placebo effects merely be prescribed, 
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and a warning given, or should recommendations regarding 
how to enhance placebo effects and avoid nocebo effects be 
offered? Furthermore, does recognizing the wider scope of 
placebo influences have implications for how patient support 
networks should be run or for potential additional variables 
that ought to be controlled for within clinical trials?

Looking Outside Mainstream Medicine
Broadening our examination of the territory of placebo 
phenomena also allows us to look beyond mainstream or 
Western medical contexts, which provide the setting for 
a great deal of placebo research. Given the mechanisms 
underlying placebo responses, it seems likely that practitioners 
of complementary, alternative, and traditional medicines are 
likely to be contributing to placebo effects regularly (91, 92). 
This is because many of the features that tend to enhance 
placebo responses, particularly in relation to expectations 
and relational components, tend to show up in these forms 
of medicine, and because the conditions that people most 
frequently seek these treatments for are ones that tend to 
be highly responsive to placebo treatments (93). If evidence 
suggests that choosing a treatment that aligns with one’s values 
can enhance placebo responses, what does this mean for 
treatments that do not fall within the evidence base but that 
many people would like to receive? How can this be taken into 
account within systems of evaluating the efficacy of treatments?

Challenging evidence related to these questions comes from 
a recent examination of the impact of different components of 
homeopathy on clinical outcomes in patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis. The findings suggest that whether one takes part in the 
homeopathic consultation, which is often quite extensive, involves 
particular attention to the therapeutic alliance, and is likely to 
generate hope and positive expectations, is more predictive of 
positive clinical outcomes than whether one receives a homeopathic 
treatment (94). This raises interesting ethical questions regarding 
the role that complementary, alternative, and traditional medicines 
ought to play or not play within health care. One might argue, based 
on this research, that homeopathy is merely a form of deceptive 
placebo use, and yet, it is possible that an open-label placebo 
treatment involving homeopathy would be effective for some people 
and some conditions. Does this suggest that we should make such 
treatments more widely available, given the difficulty of finding such 
elaborate care in mainstream medicine? Or does this mean that 
practitioners should be required to fully disclose which components 
of the treatment are likely to be contributing to positive outcomes 
and which are not? How should medical practices that primarily 
offer therapeutic effects via placebo responses be regulated?

Acknowledging the Limits of  
Placebo Treatments
Related to this is the importance of being clear about in 
which cases there might be room for improvement through 
the manipulation of placebo response and in which cases 
there is not. As mentioned above, there are some types of 
symptoms and conditions that tend to be highly responsive to 
placebo treatments (e.g., pain, mood, anxiety, psychosomatic 
symptoms or conditions) while others do not appear to be 

impacted at all (e.g., viruses, tumors). Unfortunately, there is 
a risk that acknowledging placebo use as a source of agency 
could lead to creating, or further cementing, inaccurate 
beliefs about where placebo treatments can be effective. 
This could occur if excitement generated about having the 
ability to impact one’s own wellbeing in one domain bleeds 
into another domain, leading claims about the success of 
alternative treatments for IBS and the success of alternative 
treatments for cancer to be seen as equivalent, when based 
on what we know about the placebo effect, these two claims 
ought to be treated very differently.

It is well documented that an interest in alternative medicine 
aligns with a higher likelihood of refusing conventional therapies for 
cancer, which is linked to higher mortality rates, and with a greater 
tendency towards vaccine hesitancy (95–97). To acknowledge that 
some alternative, complementary, and traditional therapies may 
be quite effective in treating some symptoms and conditions by 
way of the placebo effect could indirectly encourage beliefs that all 
medical problems are treated equally well by such therapies. While 
there is a significant amount of research yet to be done that will 
better allow us to demarcate the boundaries of placebo potential, 
it is important to be as honest as possible at this point about 
what placebo responses can and cannot do for people. The risks 
and rewards that are likely to accompany experiences of seeking 
alternative care for chronic pain look very different from the risks 
and rewards that are likely to accompany experiences of seeking 
alternative care for lung cancer. Recognizing these limits raises 
questions related to how placebo research ought to be responsibly 
reported in scientific publications and the media, how clinicians 
working in integrative medicine should communicate with patients 
and the public about the evidence and mechanisms underlying the 
treatments they offer and about what research priorities in the field 
of placebo studies ought to be.

Enhancing Agency Without 
Enhancing Blame8

Finally, given that an emphasis on individual agency within health 
conditions often brings with it an attentiveness to individual 
responsibility and blame, we ought to be careful in exploring 
the links between placebo effects and agency. Particularly when 
considering the capacity for individuals to produce nocebo 
effects, which produce negative rather than positive outcomes, 
it is crucial that we do not burden individuals with the weight 
of responsibility and blame for their own suffering (99). This is 
especially relevant with regards to conditions characterized as 
psychosomatic, many of which tend to show robust responses 
to placebo treatment. These conditions, however, are already 
among the most stigmatized within medicine, in large part 
because there is a tendency to characterize conditions in which 
psychological and somatic symptoms interact as less real or as 
being “all in the head” (100–103). As Greco (104) has suggested, 
what distinguishes biomedical and psychosomatic conceptions 
of illness is “a shift from aetiological or causal explanations to 
explanations that might be termed ‘dispositional’.” This shift 
leads to an understanding of psychosomatic conditions as 

8 A nod to Hannah Pickard’s useful notion of responsibility without blame (98).
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associated with an individual’s moral failings, in part because the 
“perception of a need for medical care is not corroborated by a 
medical diagnosis based on physio-chemical evidence” (104).9 

This suggests that we ought to be very careful in embracing 
the potential of conditioned, expectation-based, open-label, 
and relational placebo effects in these conditions, in that we do 
not want to create more stigma, and more harm, by reinforcing 
notions of blame and moral failing in these patients. Recognizing 
this tension raises questions about how to best to utilize these tools 
without directing attention to blame and responsibility. Is it likely 
that thinking of these routes of intervention as placebo effects will 
reinforce stigma within these patient populations? How might 
we better characterize placebo phenomenon so that they can be 
harnessed while causing the least harm possible? Would we be 
better off focusing on the individual routes by which outcomes are 
improved (e.g., conditioning, expectations) rather than thinking 
of placebo effects as a whole, as suggested by Alfano (14), or 
throwing out the term entirely, as suggested by Nunn (106)?

A broader version of this concern relates to how noting 
links between agency and wellbeing can promote healthism, 
which views health as a private resource that individuals are 
responsible for securing for themselves (107, 108). If we place 
the responsibility on individuals to ensure that they harness these 
agential placebo effects, we may end up alienating them rather 
than motivating them. Furthermore, not everyone has equal 
access to the resources that might allow them to benefit from 
these nondeceptive placebos, including a warm and empathetic 
clinician, the time and money for reiki, or unlimited hugs.10 

9 This relates to the significant disagreement between patient organizations and 
medical authorities over the status of myalgic encephalopathy (also known as 
chronic fatigue syndrome) as a psychological (favored by clinicians) or physical 
(favored by patients) condition (105) [although see (103) for criticisms of the 
methodology used by Hossenbaccus and White].
10 This also suggests that some will be least well off when it comes to benefitting 
from placebo effects, both those arising within the clinical encounter and arising 
outside of it [see also (109) on this topic].

CONCLUSION

The placebo effect has long been associated with deception, 
lies, and clinical paternalism. While these associations are 
grounded in common ways in which the phenomenon has 
been, and continues to be, manipulated in clinical practice, 
these associations are not inherently linked to the phenomenon. 
As we learn more about the routes by which placebo effects 
can be generated, it is becoming clear that deception is not a 
necessary component of placebo prescription, but an accidental 
one. Placebo responses can operate by way of conditioning, 
expectations, relational factors, open-label placebo treatments, 
and other routes, which do not require a patient to be deceived. 
Recognizing the diverse ways in which patients can benefit from 
placebo effects without deception not only allows us to see a 
much greater potential in the phenomenon but also significantly 
widens the scope of ethical issues that we must contend with. 
In this manuscript, I hope to have gestured towards some 
of the bioethical issues that are likely to arise as the placebo 
effect continues to shed its “legacy of trickery” and becomes 
recognized as a powerful phenomenon that does not always 
need to lie to get its way (110).
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